Clan						Founder				Sobriquet			Disciplines						Weakness

Toreador					Arikel					Degenerates			Auspex, Presence, Celerity				Beauty entrances them.
-Ray'een al-Fen										Scribes				Auspex, Presence, Celerity				Beauty entrances them.
Toreador antitribu									Perverts				Auspex, Presence, Celerity				They take sadistic pleasure in hurting others, both physically and emotionally.
Daughters of Cacophony									Sirens				Fortitude, Presence, Melpominee			They constantly hear music no one else can hear.
Ishtarri											Gluttons			Fortitude, Celerity, Presence				Each has a vice related to pleasure which they must indulge in or go mad.

Malkavians					Malkav					Lunatics			Auspex, Obfuscate, Dementation / Dominate		Incurable insanity.
-Bay't Majnoon										Madmen			Auspex, Obfuscate, Dementation			Incurable insanity.
-Malkavian antitribu									Freaks				Auspex, Obfuscate, Dementation			Incurable insanity.

Salubri					Saulot					Cyclops, Soulsuckers		Auspex, Fortitude, Obeah / Valeren			Healers may only feed on the willing. Warriors may only feed on those they have vanquished.
-Salubri antitribu										Furies				Auspex, Fortitude, Valeren				They may only feed on those they have vanquished.
al-Amin											Devil-Slayers			Auspex, Fortitude, Obeah / Valeren			Warriors are weakened if they refuse to help someone in need. Healers are weakened if they harm anyone for any reason.
Wu Zao						Zao-xue, Zao-zei			Orphans			Auspex, Fortitude, Obeah / Valeren			Each Wu Zao is obsessed with a particular type of arcane lore and most pursue it to the exclusion of all else.
Baali						Nergal, Moloch, The Unnamed		Demons, Devils			Presence, Obfuscate, Daimonion				May not touch or look upon religious iconography. True Faith is twice as effective against them.
-Azaneali					Azaneal					Black Angels			Daimonion, Obtenebration, Presence / Obfuscate		As Baali. Each is also enslaved to a demon master as per a three point blood bond. Asserting freedom of will reduces this to a two point bond, but irrevocably renders the Azaneali's blood incapable of siring, ghouling, or maintaining any blood bonds.
Nkulu Zao										Soulsuckers			Auspex, Fortitude, Obeah				They may only feed on the willing.

-

True Brujah					Ilyes					Sages, Elois			Potence, Presence, Temporis				Loss of emotions.
Brujah						Troile					Rabble				Potence, Presence, Celerity				Rage.
-Bay't Mushakis										Zealots				Potence, Presence, Celerity				Rage.
-Brujah antitribu										Brutes				Potence, Presence, Celerity				Rage.
-Osebo											The Pride			Potence, Auspex, Celerity				Rage.

Cappadocians				Sargon					Graverobbers			Auspex, Fortitude, Mortis				Inability to Blush, loss of skin pigment and eventually their flesh withers and they grow gaunt and skeletal.
-Qabilat al-Mawt										Graverobbers			Auspex, Fortitude, Mortis				Inability to Blush, loss of skin pigment and eventually their flesh withers and they grow gaunt and skeletal.
-Harbingers of Skulls									Lazarenes			Auspex, Fortitude, Mortis				All Harbingers are pale, gaunt and skeletal in appearance.
-Infitiores					Eleazar					Graverobbers			Auspex, Fortitude, Mortis				Inability to Blush, loss of skin pigment and eventually their flesh withers and they grow gaunt and skeletal.
--Samedi					Baron Samedi				Stiffs				Fortitude, Obfuscate, Thanatosis				After their Embrace the begin to decompose until they are left as rotten, walking corpses.
-Premascines					Augustus Giovanni			Graverobbers			Auspex, Fortitude, Mortis				Inability to Blush, loss of skin pigment and eventually their flesh withers and they grow gaunt and skeletal.
--Giovanni					Augustus Giovanni			Necromancers			Dominate, Potence, Necromancy			Their Kiss causes excrutiating pain and harm.
Lamia						Lamia					Gorgons			Potence, Fortitude, Mortis				Their Kiss infects the vessel with a wasting disease. The Lamia's blood may infect other vampires, as well.
Mla Watu										Ghost-Eaters			Auspex, Fortitude, Mortis				Inability to Blush, loss of skin pigment and eventually their flesh withers and they grow gaunt and skeletal.

Lasombra					Laro Somi Barra				Keepers, Magisters, Corsairs	Potence, Dominate, Obtenebration			Cast no reflection and receive extra damage from sunlight.
-Qabilat al-Khayal									The Faithful			Potence, Dominate, Obtenebration			Cast no reflection and receive extra damage from sunlight.
-Lasombra antitribu				Montano				Magisters			Potence, Dominate, Obtenebration			Cast no reflection and receive extra damage from sunlight.
Angellis Ater										Black Angels			Potence, Dominate, Obtenebration, (Daimonion)		Cast no reflection and receive extra damage from sunlight. They also have the Baali weakness.
Kiasyd						Marconius				Weirdlings			Dominate, Obtenebration, Mytherceria			Vulnerability to iron as well as their strange appearance.
Xi Dundu										Shadows			Potence, Dominate, Obtenebration			Cast no reflection and receive extra damage from sunlight.

Danava					Veddartha				Children of Danu			Dominate, Fortitude, Setite Sorcery			Must consecrate a vessel or else only receive half the vitae. They also cannot feed from animals.
Ventrue						Ventru					Blue Bloods			Dominate, Fortitude, Presence				Each vampire may only feed from a specific type of vessel. They also cannot feed from animals but may feed from vampires as normal.
-el Hijazi														Dominate, Fortitude, Presence				Each vampire may only feed from a specific type of vessel. They also cannot feed from animals but may feed from vampires as normal.
-Ventrue antitribu									Crusaders			Dominate, Fortitude, Presence				Each vampire may only feed from a specific type of vessel. They also cannot feed from animals but may feed from vampires as normal.

-

Nictuku					Absimiliard				The Hungry			Auspex, Celerity, Potence				They can barely subside on kine blood, but can drink Kindred vitae normally. As they age their bodies grow more bent and hideous, though they also become more powerful.
Nosferatu					Baba Yaga				Sewer Rats			Obfuscate, Animalism, Potence				Inhumanly hideous.
-Bay't Mutasharid									Hunters				Obfuscate, Animalism, Potence				Inhumanly hideous.
--Hajj						Tarique					Believers			Obfuscate, Animalism, Potence				Inhumanly hideous.
-Nosferatu antitribu									Creeps				Obfuscate, Animalism, Potence				Inhumanly hideous.
-Guruhi											Kings				Animalism, Potence, Presence				Depending on their mood and spiritual state they may appear unearthly beautiful or hideously ugly.

Followers of Set				Sutekh					Serpents			Presence, Obfuscate, Serpentis				Sensitive to light and sunlight deals double damage.
-Daitya											Snake-Charmers, Blasphemers	Presence, Obfuscate, Serpentis				Sensitive to light and sunlight deals double damage.
--Naktanchara														Presence, Obfuscate, Serpentis				Sensitive to light and sunlight deals double damage.
-Children of Judas				Khay'tall								Presence, Obfuscate, Serpentis				Sensitive to light and sunlight deals double damage.
Children of Damballah													Auspex, Presence, Serpentis				They must present offerings to the spirits in nightly rituals or be haunted spritually until they do.
-Serpents of the Light									Cobras				Auspex, Presence, Serpentis				They must present offerings to the spirits in nightly rituals or be haunted spritually until they do.
Tlacique					Tezcatlipoca				Jaguars				Presence, Obfuscate, Protean				Sensitive to light and sunlight deals double damage.
Warriors of Glycon									Crooks				Potence, Obfuscate, Serpentis				Consuming ambition for power.
Witches of Echidna									Gorgons			Animalism, Presence, Setite Sorcery			They become monstrously hideous during frenzies, and whenever they use or consume blood Echidna "drinks" an extra blood point soon after (except when using Akhu).
Warrior Setites										Horned Vipers			Presence, Potence, Serpentis				Sensitive to light and sunlight deals double damage.
Nagaraja										Flesh Eaters			Auspex, Dominate, Necromancy				They must consume human flesh to prevent their flesh from wasting away. All of their front teeth are also pointed like fangs and irretractible.

Assamites					Haqim					Assassins, Saracens									Assamite skin grows darker with age until they turn pitch black. This affects all Assamite bloodlines.
Assamite Warriors									Assassins			Celerity, Obfuscate, Quietus				The Tremere Blood Curse makes Kindred vitae poisonous to them. Without it they revert to their addiction to Kindred blood. In any case their auras are stained by diablerie, whether they are guilty of it or not.
-Assamite antitribu									Angels of Caine			Celerity, Obfuscate, Quietus				They are hopelessly addicted to Kindred vitae. Their auras also carry the stains of diablerie, wether they are guilty of it or not.
-Assamite Bedouin													Animalism, Obfuscate, Quietus				The Tremere Blood Curse makes Kindred vitae poisonous to them. Without it they revert to their addiction to Kindred blood. In any case their auras are stained by diablerie, wether they are guilty of it or not.
Assamite Sorcerers				ur-Shulgi				Magi				Obfuscate, Quietus, Assamite Sorcery			Their magical auras stand out like beacons to anyone attempting to scry them. This also makes them easier to reveal when hiding themselves through supernatural means. The Tremere Blood Curse makes Kindred vitae poisonous to them.
Assamite Viziers									Scholars, Artisans		Auspex, Celerity, Quietus				Each Vizier is compelled to pursue some interest she is obsessed with to the exclusion of all other matters. The Tremere Blood Curse makes Kindred vitae poisonous to them.
-Assamite Courtiers													Auspex, Presence, Quietus				Each Courtier is compelled to pursue some interest she is obsessed with to the exclusion of all other matters. The Tremere Blood Curse makes Kindred vitae poisonous to them.
Shango											Judges				Celerity, Obfuscate, Assamite Sorcery			They easily get addicted to the vitae of individual Laibon/Kindred they have fed from. If they grow addicted they may blood frenzy when next they meet and attempt to drain them dry. Their skin does not darken with age.

-

Gangrel					Ennoia					Outlanders			Animalism, Fortitude, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. Some marks go away with time, others remain permanently.
-Wah'Sheen					Shabaqo				Animals				Animalism, Fortitude, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. Some marks go away with time, others remain permanently.
--Taifa															Animalism, Fortitude, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. Some marks go away with time, others remain permanently.
-Country Gangrel									Hunters				Animalism, Fortitude, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. Some marks go away with time, others remain permanently.
--Ahrimanes					Muricia					Cats				Animalism, Presence, Spiritus				Their blood is incapable of siring, ghouling or creating blood bonds.
Lycaon											Dogs, Greek Gangrel		Animalism, Obfuscate, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. Some marks go away with time, others remain permanently. All their childer are City Gangrel.
-City Gangrel										Coyotes			Celerity, Obfuscate, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. Some marks go away with time, others remain permanently.
Mariners														Animalism, Fortitude, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. These are more likely to be permanent than on other Gangrel.
Anda						Dobrul the Brave				Tatars				Animalism, Fortitude, Protean				They gain Beast Marks every other frenzy and weaken if they rest in a place for more than three nights.
Lhiannan										Druids				Animalism, Presence, Ogham				Leaving their territory weakens them, as does siring childer. Their aura is utterly inhuman and even kine can detect their alien nature.
Noiad											Wanderers			Animalism, Auspex, Protean				They gain no sustenance from animals.
Akunanse										Weavers			Animalism, Fortitude, Abombwe				If they remain in a particular area they begin to develop features from animals residing there.

Ravnos					Churka					Deceivers			Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Bay't Mujrim										Charlatans			Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Alexandrites					Ramessu								Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Bashirites					Bashir									Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Kalderash														Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Phaedymites					Phaedyme								Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Phralmulo										Gypsies			Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Sybarites														Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
--Yoryari					Karmenita Yoryari							Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Ravnos antitribu									Rogues				Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
Brahmin					Black Mother								Animalism, Auspex, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
-Phuri Dae														Animalism, Auspex, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
Kinyonyi										Nomads			Animalism, Auspex, Chimerstry				The longer they stay in particular area, the greater the chance they'll say something incredibly tactless to the wrong person and incur their displeasure.

Tzimisce					Mekhet					Fiends				Animalism, Auspex, Vicissitude				They weaken for each day not spent resting in soil from their ancestral homeland.
Old Clan Tzimisce									Fiends				Animalism, Auspex, Dominate				They weaken for each day not spent resting in soil from their ancestral homeland.
Tremere						Tremere					Warlocks			Auspex, Dominate, Thaumaturgy				Kindred vitae has a stronger effect on them, making them more easily blood bound. They are all intitiated in a ritual that leaves them with a two point blood bond towards the Inner Council of Seven.
-Trimira															Auspex, Dominate, Thaumaturgy				Kindred vitae has a stronger effect on them, making them more easily blood bound. They are all intitiated in a ritual that leaves them with a two point blood bond towards the Inner Council of Seven.
-House Goratrix					Goratrix					Spellbinders			Auspex, Dominate, Thaumaturgy				Kindred vitae has a stronger effect on them, giving them a higher Vaulderie rating. Once they have participated in the Vaulderie they are left with an invisible mark upon their forehead that only other Tremere can see.
-Tremere antitribu													Auspex, Dominate, Thaumaturgy				Kindred vitae has a stronger effect on them, giving them a higher Vaulderie rating. Once they have participated in the Vaulderie they are left with an invisible mark upon their forehead that only other Tremere can see.
-Telyavs											Shepherds			Auspex, Presence, Sielanic Thaumaturgy		They have difficulty resisting frenzy when faced with True Faith. They also cannot look upon Christian iconography.
Naglopers					Demdemeh				Horrors				Animalism, Auspex, Vicissitude				They must burrow into the earth to sleep during the day or weaken.

-

Gargoyles										Slaves, Grotesques		Potence, Fortitude, Flight, Visceratika			Monstrous appearance, loss of all memories prior to their creation or Embrace, and a weakness to mind control.
Blood Brothers										Frankensteins			Potence, Fortitude, Sanguinus				They are incapable of siring and each Blood Brother temporarily feels the pain of a wound when it is inflicted on a member of his circle.
Caitiff											Trash, Unbound										They treat all Disciplines as out-of-clan Disciplines.
-Panders					Joseph Pander				Mutts											They treat all Disciplines as out-of-clan Disciplines.

-

Laibon
Akunanse					Gangrel					Weavers			Animalism, Fortitude, Abombwe				If they remain in a particular area they begin to develop features from animals residing there.
Guruhi						Nosferatu				Kings				Animalism, Potence, Presence				Depending on their mood and spiritual state they may appear unearthly beautiful or hideously ugly.
Ishtarri						Toreador				Gluttons			Fortitude, Celerity, Presence				Each has a vice related to pleasure which they must indulge in or go mad.
Kinyonyi					Ravnos					Nomads			Animalism, Auspex, Chimerstry				The longer they stay in particular area, the greater the chance they'll say something incredibly tactless to the wrong person and incur their displeasure.
Naglopers					Tzimisce				Horrors				Animalism, Auspex, Vicissitude				They must burrow into the earth to sleep during the day or weaken.
Osebo						Brujah					The Pride			Potence, Auspex, Celerity				Rage.
Shango						Assamites				Judges				Celerity, Obfuscate, Dur-An-Ki				They easily get addicted to the vitae of individual Laibon/Kindred they have fed from. If they grow addicted they may blood frenzy when next they meet and attempt to drain them dry. Their skin does not darken with age.
Xi Dundu					Lasombra				Shadows			Potence, Dominate, Obtenebration			Cast no reflection and receive extra damage from sunlight.
Mla Watu					Cappadocians				Ghost-Eaters			Auspex, Fortitude, Mortis				Inability to Blush, loss of skin pigment and eventually their flesh withers and they grow gaunt and skeletal.
Nkulu Zao					Salubri					Soulsuckers			Auspex, Fortitude, Obeah				They may only feed on the willing.

-

Ashirra
Banu Haqim (Sons of the Scholar)		Assamites				Saracens										Assamite skin grows darker with age until they turn pitch black.
al-Amin (The Faithful)				Salubri					Devil-Slayers			Auspex, Fortitude, Obeah / Valeren			Warriors are weakened if they refuse to help someone in need. Healers are weakened if they harm anyone for any reason.
Bay't Majnoon (House Madmen)			Malkavians				Lunatics			Auspex, Obfuscate, Dementation			Incurable insanity.
Bay't Mujrim (House Criminal)			Ravnos					Charlatans			Animalism, Fortitude, Chimerstry				Each is compelled to perform a particular vice whenever the opportunity presents itself.
Bay't Mushakis (House Agitator)			Brujah					Zealots				Potence, Presence, Celerity				Rage.
Bay't Mutasharid (House Outcast)		Nosferatu				Hunters				Obfuscate, Animalism, Potence				Inhumanly hideous.
-Hajj						Nosferatu				Believers			Obfuscate, Animalism, Potence				Inhumanly hideous.
el Hijazi (The Hijazis)				Ventrue									Dominate, Fortitude, Presence				Each vampire may only feed from a specific type of vessel. They also cannot feed from animals but may feed from vampires as normal.
Qabilat al-Khayal (Clan of Shadow)		Lasombra				The Faithful			Potence, Dominate, Obtenebration			Cast no reflection and receive extra damage from sunlight.
Qabilat al-Mawt (Clan of Death)			Cappadocians				Graverobbers			Auspex, Fortitude, Mortis				Inability to Blush, loss of skin pigment and eventually their flesh withers and they grow gaunt and skeletal.
Rayeen al-Fen (Shepherds of the Arts)		Toreador				Scribes				Auspex, Presence, Celerity				Beauty entrances them.
Wah'Sheen (Beast-men)				Gangrel					Animals				Animalism, Fortitude, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. Some marks go away with time, others remain permanently.
-Taifa						Gangrel									Animalism, Fortitude, Protean				Each time they frenzy the Beast leaves a mark on their bodies or minds. Some marks go away with time, others remain permanently.
Walid Set (Children of Set)			Followers of Set				Serpents			Presence, Obfuscate, Serpentis				Sensitive to light and sunlight deals double damage.

-



